
Measurement challenges- Week beginning 30 /3  

Can you complete these 3 measuring challenges this week?  

 

Measurement- length (choose 1)  
Mild challenge:  

Choose an object from around the house (pencil, 

phone, remote control, etc.) and choose an item 

around your house to measure. Remember to mark 

down the end of your measuring object with your 

finger, or a small object, so that you know where 

to put your measuring object next. Record your 

measurement. How many 

items can you measure? 

Can you use any other 

objects to measure with?   
 

Spicy challenge:  

Using your hands, choose 5 large objects to measure 

the length of. You choose measure your sofa, 

wardrobe,  windows, fridge- use your imagination and 

see where it takes you! Remember to mark 

down the end of your hand with your finger, 

or a small object, so that you know where to 

put your hand next.  

Record how many hands long the objects are.   

 

Hot challenge:  

Did you know that most 8- 9 year old children’s hands are around 

12 cm long?  Using your hands, choose 5 large objects to 

measure the length of. You choose measure your sofa, wardrobe,  

windows, fridge- use your imagination and see where it takes 

you! Remember to mark down the end of your hand with your 

finger, or a small object, so that you know where to put your 

hand next.  

Record how many hands long the objects are.  

How long do you think the objects are in cm? 

You don’t need a ruler or measuring tape for 

this- just imagine that one hand is 12cm long.  
 

Measurement- mass  
Follow a recipe in which you have to measure the weight (g, kg) of different ingredients. This could be a cake, pie, pizza- whatever takes your fancy! What measuring tool did 

you use? Record your measurements.    

 

Hot challenge (optional): imagine you are having a party and you have to make the same dish for 2, 5 or 10 times the number of people. Can you work out the 

amounts of ingredients you would need?  

 

Measurement- capacity 

 

Take an empty bottle or container from around the house and a glass/ cup. Using water or juice, fill up the cup and estimate (guess) how many glasses it would 

take to fill up the bottle. You can have a competition with your family- whoever gets the closest estimate wins a prize! Think about these questions: - How close 

was your estimate? After you’ve poured the first glass, do you still agree with your estimate? Can you practise with other containers? Are you getting better at 

estimating after practising with different containers?  

 

Hot challenge (optional): look at the measurement on the container- it normally will say ml or l. Half fill the container and work out how much liquid is inside. Can you do this with 

other containers? If you like, you can try to calculate different amounts (1/4 of the bottle, 1/3 of the bottle). Record your results. 

 

 


